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요 으E 본 논문에 서 는 비 분리 계 의 균일준고전 (WKB) 해 를 close coupling foimalism 을 쓰지 않 
고 구하였으며, 여러가지 물리적으로 흥미있고 현싵적인 경우들에, 구해진 해들이 잘 알려져 있는 

해석 함수들로서 주어졌다. 전환짐이나 전환면이 구해진 해들의 특이점이 되지 않으며，그들의 점 

근형을 취했을 때, 그 해들은 보통의 WKB해들로 복귀된다. 그러한 균일해들을 얻기 위해서는 비 

분리계의 Schroedinger 방정식들을 변형하여 풀 수 있는 형으로 적절히 “재규격화” 하였다. Ehrenfest 
의 단열 원리가 그러한 “재규격화”된 균일해들을 도출하는데 중요한 역할을 한다. 적절한 고전적 

궤적 들이 얻어지 면 Hamiltonian 의 고유치 들은 확장된 Bohr-Sommerfeld 양자화 규칙 으로 계 산된다. 

다전자계 에 대 한 응용이 시 사되 었고, 현 방법 의 유용성 을 보여주기 위 한 가장 간단한 예 의 하나로서 

helium 원자의 바닥상태의 파동함수를 근사적으로 계산하영'다.

ABSTRACT. Uniform semiclassical (WKB) solutions are obtained for nonseparable systems 
without using a close coupling formalism and are given explicitly in terms of well known analytic 
functions for various physically interesting and realistic cases. They do not become singular at 
turning points or surfaces and when taken in their asymptotic forms, they reduce to the usual 
WKB solutions that could be obtained if the Stokes phenomenon was properly taken care of for 
solutions. In obtaining such uniform solutions, the Schroedinger equations for nonseparable systems 
are suitably "renormalized” to solvable “normal" forms through certain transformations. Ehrenfest^ 
adiabatic principle plays an important guiding role for obtaining such <irenormalized,J uniform solu
tions for nonseparble systems. The eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian can be calculated from the 
extended Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rules when appropriate classical trajectories are obtained. 
An application is made to many-electron systems and for one of the simplest examples to show the 
utility of the method the approximate wavefunction is calculated of the ground state helium atom.
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1. INTRODUCTIOON

The mo만 important feature in the semiclas- 
sical (WKB) theory of solution for Schroedin- 
ger equations is that quantum mechanical wave- 
functions can be given in terms of solutions 
of the corresponding classical equations of 
motion. For example, the semiclassical wave
functions in one-dimensional or separable pro
blems are given in terms of momenta and sim
ple phase integrals which are the solutions of 
the one-dimensional Hamilton-Jacobi equations. 
The basic WKB solutions in multidimensioal 
nonseparable problems still resem비e the one- 
dimensional solutions, but the phase integrals 
are no longer simple quadratures and can be 
calculated。니y if the classical trajectories are 
computed by solving the nonseparable Hamilton 
-Jacobi equations. Such formal WKB solutions 
were first obtained for arbitrary multidimen
sional problems by Van Vleck1 and later by 
many authors2^7.

The WKB solutions are basically asymptotic 
solutions to second order partial differential 
equations and as such they are not uniformly 
valid in the entire domain of the variables, 
since they become singular at some points in 
the domain. This nonuniformity ultimately 
originates. from the well-known Stokes pheno
menon8 and calls for connection formulae for 
the solutions in different domains separated 
by the singular points (or surfaces). This pro
blem is fully solved for one-dimensional cases9.

In a multidimensional nonseparable problem19 
the general semicalssical solution is a linear 
combination of the basic WKB solutions whose 
phases are the solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation. When traced in the complex plane of 
the variables from one domain of variables to 
another separated by a turning surface, the 
expansion coefiicients change discontinuously in 
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order for the solution to emerge as a correct 
physically acceptable solution in the domain of 
interest. This aspect was discussed to some 
degree by Kelle쉬】 and Marcus12,13, but its 
complete solution is still not available mai시y 
due to the complexity of the problem. However, 
in order to construct the correct 5-matrix, it 
is essential to obtain correct wavefunctions that 
have correct phases and satisfy the proper 
boundary conditions.

There are ways to avoid entirely the use of 
the connection formulas within the framework 
of the WKB theory in one-dimensional pro
blems. In these methods the so-called uniform 
semiclassical solutions are obtained, which do 
not break down at the classical turning points. 
Indeed, when such uniform semiclassical (WKB) 
solutions, which were developed by Langer14, 
Erdelyi15, and others16, are used17 for scattering 
problems, the numerical results18 are remarkably 
accurate for the S-matrix elements of the pro
cesses examined so far. This uniform WKB 
theory is, however, based on a close coupling 
formalism. It would be interesting and useful 
for a deeper understanding of such a semiclas
sical theory, if a similar theory is formulated 
without a close coupling approximation.

The motivation of the present paper lies in 
our desire to formulate a uniform semiclassical 
theory for nonseparable systems by extending 
the ideas of Langer, Erdelyi and Miller and 
Good19 in a way that it disposes of a close 
coupling formalism. The mothod used in this 
paper is different from what Ludwig20 and his 
coworkers21 used in their studies of nonseparable 
problems. The solutions obtained enable us to 
derive (1) connection formulas for nonseparable 
problems when their asymptotic formulas are 
employed-if we desire to obtain them - (2) exten
sion of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rules 
and (3) the 5-matrix elements. The Bohr- 
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Sommerfeld quantization rules a흥ree with the 
recent by Marcus and his coworkers12 who 
considered a particular case of a two-dimen
sional problem, and also used by Percival 
and Pomphrey13.

In obtaining uniform semiclassical solutions, 
one invariably faces the important question of 
which form is physically 봐le most realistic 
uniform semiclassical solution and which should 
be taken for a given problem. This question is 
easily answered for one-dimensional problems 
by inspecting the differential equations and the 
nature of the problems involved. However, for 
multidimensional nonseparable problems the 
question is not easy to answer and the precise 
answer differs from system to system. Never
theless, it is possible to have a fai놔y general 
gilding principle. We wish to elaborate on 
this, since it is important.

The system of interst becomes separable, if 
the intricate interactions are removed between 
the various degrees of freedom of the system. 
If the system is divided on a certain physical 
ground into parts made up by a smaller number 
of particles and if the interactions are removed 
between the groups of particles, the system 
becomes partially separable. Let us call such a 
state and the corresponding Schroedinger equa
tion "normal". For example, one can imagine 
a state of an atom ionized into an ion and an 
electron at infinite separation, or the initial or 
final state of a collision process of aggregates 
of particles. Then, if a system is brought adi
abatically to such a "normal” state from a fully 
interacting state, the quantum state (number) 
of the system remains unchanged according to 
Ehrenfest^ adiabatic principle22^24. The same 
would hold even if the process is reversed. 
The "normal" Schroedinger equations are more 
often solvable or at least more easily amenable 
to solution (we assume that this would always 

be the case). Then, Ehrenfest's adiabatic prin
ciple points the direction to take. That is, we 
introduce certain transformations to the vari
ables and the wavefunctions such that the result
ing new Schroedinger equations are “normal” at 
least in the classical limit. In other words, we 
(<renormalizeM the Schroedinger equations of 
nonseparbale systems into the “normal” Schroe
dinger equations in 사le classical limit A—*0.  
This is basically what is achieved in the sub
sequent sections and the transformations intro
duced there permit us to have such renormali
zations. However, one must recognize that the 
dynamical problems are not fully solved, 
until the clasScal trajectories are obtained.

The concept outlined above is carried through 
for various cases of physical interest and in a 
sufficient generality in the subsequent sections.

2. THE CASE OF AN OPEN 
TURNING SURFACE

In this section we study cases of systems 
whose classically allowed region is open. That 
is, the turning surface (caustic) defined by E= 
V(xi, •••, Xn) is open so that the systems do 
not undergo periodic or quasiperiodic motions. 
Here, as an example, we shall consider a two- 
dimensional problem. (There is no di伍culty in 
generalizing it to an n dimension). In this 
case, if we assume that V is positive every
where and E〉0 then the caustic at an E is the 
line of equipotential energy. The classically- 
allowed region is the exterior of the domain 
defined by the line.

The Schroedin용er equation is

冬卜?*+ 足［E — V(qu 如)］。(如,Q2)=0, (2.1)

where ^=^-1 and Q= ”2%务，X4 being the mass 

and Xi the cartesian coordinates. Here the 
potential is not separable.
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We now introduce a coordinate transformation 

{•끼 t{&}

such that the new coordinates are related to 
the 시d one by 나}e relations

亦⑶(씂)=(静)2， 心

where W is the characteristic function of 
Hamilton, which satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation,

现쁪)+ Wh $2)=E, (2.3)

We have not specified £•(&) as yet except that 
fi^i) is a function of 岳 only. Now the 
waavefunction is written in the form,

。(如冬2)=广匕 (2.4)

With a further impositions o£ the conditions20

M쁣，普=。，怎勺3)， (2.5)

and

机霸誅 씂;] =0'(a=l，2), (2.6)

we now obtain the equation for Y,

기顷쓻也静顼萼戶}

=孙*2崙辭匕(2.7)

The 나is is 0(1) while the second term on the 
Ihs is 0(人2) which becomes dominant in the 
classical limit 人—8. In this limit we define a 
function Y(이 by the equation

(2.8)

Let us define functions 匕 (이 (&•) by the equa
tions,
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嘰A+北f,•(糸)匕(。＞ (&：) =0, (2.9)

subject to the appropriate boundary conditions, 
then it is easily seen that (2.8) is solved by

】以)(&,&) = *匕(이(&).  (2.10)
i—i

Before proceeding further, it is useful to ex
amine the conditions imposed. By multiplying 
(2.5) with 沪하，and summing the result 
over i and j, we obtain after combining it 
with (2. 2) the equation,

咨疗/2(卩&)・£A2(EWj)=E—v

=机-器)2. (2-n)

This condition together with (2. 6) determines 
We return to the determination of 0 later.

The functions 九(&) are not determined by 
any dynamical means, and 사leir 사】oice is based 
entirely on the physical nature of the problem 
and our perception of the nature of the system. 
We choose them such that (2.9) is solvable in 
terms of known functions. Their 사loice was 
considered before in the cases of one-dimesional 
problems. 14’이6,25 jn the present case we choose 
/；•(&•) as a linear function of /. e.t

(2.12)

The the physically acceptable solution for (2.9) 
is the Airy function,

玲。)(&・)=4・(一厅/3&). (2.13)

Its linearly independent solution is then 
民(一人We now show why (2.13) is 
physically accepta비e.
If(2.12) is substituted into (2.11) we obtain 

曲厂牌陽)：(2.14) 

That is, wH;hinconstant factor the solution is

w= 士成&3”. (2.15)
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If V, then the inequality must hold,

汜打6

and the integration over Xi is to be done along 
the classical trajectory. In the classically for
bidden domain the relation

which means that

dW . .…耘=imaginary.

This implies that in the domain where
& becomes negative for every j and the solu
tion takes the form,

为(。)(与)=&(聶/3 与). (2.16)

Hence it is clear that 厶乂一X) is the physically 
acceptable solution.

Eq, (2.15) does not fully determine 如 For 
the purpose of relating the new variables & to 
more physically transparent quantites, let us 
examine the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (2.3). 
In the small neighborhood of the caustic where 
E= V(上功°), we may expand E-V into a 
series of Qq—•玲°) retaining the linear terms 
only;

五1矿=就으摄)(@一%。). (2.16)

Then we see that (2.3) becomes separable in 
the small neighborhood and we find

W= S IK 0)=博(麝)1/2 (?.■ _ 0° ) 3/2.

' (2.17)

Since (2.15) must hold also in the same neigh
borhood, we see that in the nei용hborhood

糸I" 爲%广2(么一么。)1/인幻=力泌务.

' (2.18a)

akm 용 the trajectory emanating from the caustic. 
This relation is local at the moment, but the 
second equality, by the reason of continuity, 
should hold globally. Thus, we make the 
following correspondence in the global sense:

(2.18b)

(一务•)'％低广。3為"，。=1/二五)，(2.18c) 
촣

must h시d. On integration, these lead to the 
relations,

壹畐.3/2 血， (2.19a)

and

을-(―&)"2= 一 J；沙j 旳. (2.19b)

Therefore, the variables 旨 are completely d切 

termined by solution of Hamilton-Jacobi equa
tion and consequently by the classical trajec
tories. The variables thus determind, 
would enable us to calculate the well-behaved 
functions 이 (导) in terms of the Airy 
functions, A(-(—^2/3f；).

Now we turn to (2.6) in order to complete 
the present scheme of approximate solution of
(2.1).  Let us define

A=log(Z>2. (2.20)

Then (2.6) may be written as

擊_=法!！察三3 (2.6a)
,dqi dqi i

Since the Jacobian J2 of transformation

A 一 a(&,&)

l节01,如)"
(2.21)

is not equal to zero for the transformation 

(2.18), Eq. (2.6a) is easily solved for

=纹唁 Bj Dji, (2.22)

where Dji is the (Jz) cofactor of J2. We em
phasize that J2 is not zero everywhere since 
we d시iberately choose & such that it is not 
equal to zero. This nonzero 糸 is essential for 
the present uniform WKB theory of solution. 
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It is not difficult to see that this condition is met 
by the the transformations (2.18a) and (2.18b) 
and the transformations introduced later.

By summing (2.22) over i and making use 
of the properties of determinants, we obtain 
from (2.22) the equation

岛스-= h齐 Iog 丄. (2. 23)

This implies that

^4=log d2 

or

0=峪 (2.24)

up to a constant. This result can be easily 
generalized to the case of arbitrary number of 
dimensions, n. In general, we have

Q ） 一「恭 1，…，％）1/2 
〔血,…皿）」 차 '

(2.24a)

We remark that (2.24a) is valid for all trans

formations and not just for (2.18).
By combining these results, we finally obtain 

the approximate semiclassical, but unifom, 
solution to (2.1);

。（电，叼）=勿/2板24•（ — 人2/3&）&

（2. 25）

Since (2.18a) holds in the neighborhood of the 
caustic and 録 in that beighborhood, depends 
only on 県 it is easy to see that J2 is finite 
along the caustic. Thus the wavefunction is also 
finite along it—厶亍(一女)is finite at 0. The 
wavefunction as given by (2. 25) is also semi- 
classical, since it is the leading term for the 
asymptotic expansion of <p as 人一*.  If we take 
the asymptotic formula for ?歸・(一 Q, then we 
indeed recover the WKB solution in the classi
cally allowed domain,

d(^i,工2)〜传 H PC1/2 sin +^/4).
1-1 (2.26) 

This result agrees with that by Marcus12, al
though he was concerned with bound state 
problems, which should have the same from 
for the primitive WKB s시utions as for the 
present scattering state pro니em.

Since the present result is trivially generali
zable, we simply write down the result for 
completenss,

。愆 1,…，Xn)=似4「1/2 丁「&(—人2/3 &). (2. 27) 
s

Note that 虫 is the mass normalized cartesian 
coordinate: J虱죠•

3. THE CASE OF A CLOSED BURNING 
SURFACE

In this section we shall consider the case when 
the classically allowed states are confined in a 
closed domain. A simplest example is two an- 
harmonic oscillators weakly coupled so that the 
motion of the system is at least quasiperiodic. 
Although the weak coupling assumption is made 
here, it is not absolutely necessary as long as 
the system of two oscillators does not break 
apart into, say, one (bound) oscillator and 
another in a continuum state. This situation is 
avoided if we assume the caustic (turning sur
face) is closed.

We shall consider, again for simplicity, a 
two-dimensional case (two oscillators): Its 
generalization is straightforward. The procedure 
remains basically the same as in Sec. 2, the 
only difference being in the different for /；(&) 
from that is Sec. 2. In the present case we 
take for £(&•) the following:

(3.1)

where the constant G is to be determined later. 
We then obtain (2.11) in the form

牝으Rjg」沖꺄 顼靄)2, 

Vol. 22, No. 4, 1978
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and thus

17= Sp 毅財―$2)1/2
i J - Ci

=心爲,， (3-3)

i J c

where the integration over Xi is along the 

trajectory. The integration over "a period" 
gives the relation,

M SG2 = 2寸 c&知 (3.4)

One can also show that the equivalents of 
(2.18c) h시d:

匸c,(G—S2)%S=J/，•血；for IEjIWCj,

(3.5a)

or

£「($2 — Cj2)i/2ZS=-J*w 勺 for I句그

(3.5b)

Then under the transformation

。(如工2)=©一以 (3.5)

and with the same set of conditions on & as
(2.2),  (2.5) and (2.6), and with the definition 
of y/o)by the differential equation

股縁"2(c；2-&2)俨(&.)=o,

0=1, 2), (3.6)

we obtain physically acceptable solutions for 
y(。)：

y,이 (&, 角) = fexp(—家号)瓦,.(기/給),

1 (3.7)

provided that is equal to an integer:

人(¥=珈+1,(花=0, 1, 2, •••)- (3.8)

Here n, will turn out to be the vibrational 
quantum number of the 让h mode and Hni(Z) 
are the Hermite polynomial of order n；. It is 
important to notice that the argument &• is a 
function of the coordinates (x；).

Since the transformation {【아一*  {&•} depends 
on the state of the oscillators, it is convenient 
to introduce reduced variables "such that

加 2&=가/2(物三(3.9)

Then the Jacobian of transformation J2 may be 
written as

/QLMN2D2三板瓦N思Zi，찔 , (3.10)

and the approximate uniform WKB solution to 
the Schroedinger equation is

少(边,x2) f W”£exp(•-景\四2) 

瓦(AM) (3.11)

Here ^nin2 is the normalization constant;

亿爲서'2 】)2T[[»eXp(_.Nf2 

-|2 **
H쳐 (3.12)

On substitution of (3.8) into (3.4), we ob
tain the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization con
ditions for the nonseperable system

h S (% T늘) = {A； &场

=22價心.， (3.13)
i J C

where the integration is to be carried along the 
projection of the trajectory onto x, and from 
one turning surface to the other.26 This agrees 
with the result of Marcus12® by a different me
thod. However, it differs from the result by 
Gutzwiller27 and Miller28 who obtained it indi
rectly by calculating the density matrix and 
Green's function. They used the primitive se
miclassical wavefunctions for which the Stokes 
phenomenon was not at all taken into conside
ration. As Miller noticed, his result appears to 
be correct only when the (n—1) degrees of 
freedom among n behave like harmonic oscil
lators.

Again, the result given here is easily ge

Journal of the Korean Chemical Society
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neralized to systems with n degrees of free
dom, viz.

£成舟场="珈，+却(此=。L & ,")>

(3.14)

and

。愆1,…皿)=0奴•…刑以「板2

亦次 ( - 苛) Hvi (N%), (3. 고5)

where

方匸席(1-产)1/2 =丄心，

。=1, 2, …, 저이W1), (3.16a)

and

士 £刑(戶一 1) 1" = J 二互#汕4,

(k：l>l) (3.16b)

The ( + ) sign must be taken for 为〉1 and the 
(—)sign for 1. Since Dn is finite 
everywhere, is also uniformly
finite. Thus it is the uniform semiclassical 
(WKB) solution, since (3.11) and (3.15) are 
approximate solutions valid within 0(A2) in 
the classical limit 方一>0. By using the
asymptotic form니a for hermite polynomials as 

>oo, it is easy to see that (3. 11) and (3.15) 
can be given in terms of phase integrals, i. e.,

Pi~1/2 cos(肖 P0HL히4、) 
i=l JC

(see, Sec. 7 belw).
It is important to note that despite its ap

pearance (3.15) is. not to be mistaken for a 
wavefunction for separable systems, since the 
4 are functions of the original coordinates 的.It 
reduces to the wavefunction of separable systems 
only if the couplings between various degrees 
of freedom disappear. That is, if we write the 
potential energy in the form,

Vol. 22, No. 4, 1978

V(X1,…,Xn) — LViUi) + …,我，

(3.15) becomes a product of truly independent 
oscillator wavefunctions when ,•・，％)=()•

The outstanding feature of (3.15) then is that 
as Vi(xit …，Xn) are gradually increased in 
their magnitude, the form of the wavefunction, 
apart from the factor stays unchanged
except that the arguments go through the 
transformations {勇} —* {&}. Therefore, the 
nodes of the wavefunction are preserved even 
though the couplings are increased,29 since the 
quantum numbers remain invariant under the 
transformations. This is in conformation with 
Ehrenfest^ adiabatic principle. This feature is 
repeatedly seen in the subsequent sections.

4. THE MIXED CASE

Here we consider the case when some 
degrees of freedom are periodic while the rest 
are not. A typical example would be the one
dimensional vibrational-translational energy 
transfer process in wihch a one-dimensional 
oscillator undergoes a collision with an atom 
moving along the line of the center of mass 
and the 皿is of the oscillator. Since its 
generalization is trivial, we consider such a 
case as an example below:

The procedure is the same as before. Here 
we choose

=& 三 Ge】， (4.1)

and

»(&)= G2 一 务2 = 02 (1—初2), (4. 2)

where the meaning of C2 is the same as those in 
Sec. 3. The constant G may be chosen such that

G=(払 £1)2/3

with jtzi being the reduced mass and Ei defined 
by the relative kinetic energy at large distance 
where the coupling is absent between the
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oscillator 奏nd the atom. Then, when the pro
cedures in Secs. 2 and 3 are combined, the 
physi cally acceptible solution for the present 
case has the forin,

。愆 1, 初） =似"）2기"A"— 貝2/3C展i）
-， *

exp（一事时蜡“以冲院矿".（.4.3）

where is the normalization constant. The 
new variables & and & or z\ and are con
nected to the old variables and 攻,through 
（2.19） and （3.16）. We do n아 write the con- 
necting equations here to avoid a repetition. It 
is now convenient to express the 工「part of 
motion in Hankel functions so that the wave 
functions take the form,

#±）（勾，叼）=化”'（诋】以）23/2）】/3

朝 ±>（을次財/2 砂 2）exp（一知22球）払（如2）,

（4.4）

where '

此中伝）=H桃伝）. '（4.5）

and

鉛7（e）=H蹈伝）

are the Hankel functions of the first and second 
kind of order 1/3, respectively. By using the 
asymptotic formulas30 for the Hankel functions 
as 专too, it is easy to see that （4.4） satisfies 
the scattering boundary conditions:

时 （을项 CM 妒/2）〜 exp（士z자，心干啧） 

~exp（士决决1）

with

知=（2内方.

The asymptotic formula for the rz：2-part of 
motion takes the form indicated in Sec. 3 （see 
also Sec. 7）.

The 5-matrix element can be obtained from
（4.4）：

炳賛

£加=〈妳7|弗七）〉

=幻％'』丸山2溯+?* （Q如*（為） 

（由W/2）「/3（"Z）23/2）媽拿（Q 間蹈）

（4.6） 

where

"1 =音* 3/2勁3/2,

如 （以）드exp（—芸2时 跖2）r（n汎）, （4.7）

and the subscript to indicates that
the quatity in the parenthesis refers to state m. 

This Allows since the transformation ｛xj —> ｛匂｝ 

depends in general dn the state of the system: 
an important point to remember in actual com
putation of the wavefunctions. We may write 
（4.6） in a more symbolic form,

snm=<h^n\（I）2）丁/2（Z）2）丁이h^m> （4.8） 

where

血（±）= （&］）" 답毋八土）. （4.9）

It is interesting to note that （4.8） has the 
appearance of a Born approximation matrix 
element of （玖）/（以）了2.風（4.8） is a 

semiclassical approximation to Snm. This 
formula can be evaluated by taking the 
asymptotic formulas for the wave functions 
as indicated above and then employing the 
stationary phase method in the neighborhood of 
the classical path. This procedure leads to the 
usual semiclassical formulas for S„m' when the 
interference terms are dropped. The application 
of （4.8） will be considered in the future.

5. SPHERICAL COORDINATE SYSTEMS

It is sometimes convenient to, use spherical 
coordinates instead of cartesian coordinates. This 
usually is the case, when the system undergoes 
a collision process. When （he relative motion 
of colliding molecules is described in spherical
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coordinates, the Schroedinger equation is given 
in the form,

_ 彩 n a 2 a 1 a
2私*2  切」芬■+?砌• ■商

血嗚+7扁-$-］狄rq,...,%)

务赛「+［"5，・“,成一司

©(r,心,…,％) =0. (5.1)

Since it is sufficient for our purpose to consider 
the relative motion alone, we 아｝all ignore the 
internal part for now and consider only the 
equation

一—M丄 으「2으+_丄—으
2“i L r2 dr dr r2sin^ d&

sm° 으 + r2；n2(? ■备］。

+ ［V(r, 0,9)— E］。(尸,们 °) =0. (5.2)

In order to proceed further, it is necessary to 
introduce the transformation

0=zz(r,们 tp) /r(sin^)1/2. (5.3)

Then we obtain equation for u9

霓+늘十矗■+十)"

+t늞雨 (壽+却+驰- y)M=0> 

where

徉V疝/方.

In the same spirit as before, we introduce 
transformations

SM, ©) t (&,&,&)：

&=饱(尸,们9) (5- 5)
&=©3(r, Q 9).

Functions g are not specified yet, but it is 
sufficient to assume that they exist and are 
well-behaved. We also define a new function 
Y such that

队(尸,8、0)=《航1(厂,仇 (广,8、<p). (5・ 6)
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Let us introduce operators ®a such that

Q)1 三 0, = g

02三饥=+ 으 (5-7)

a 三2V="7스歹 으

Then imposing the following conditions on 
possible & and 0,

Z으)오)Mj=0 for i^j (5.8)<r=i

and

刑既當一2疣揑)#70思=0, (i=l, 2, 3), 
o--i a=l

(5.9)

we obtain an equation for 匕

如&)2 器+m-v)y= 

一©［明尸+(一打 + 源‘爲)N］y, (5.10)

where

(0&)2=Z(0 思)2 
a

and

05=2湼為5 a

The conditions (5.8) and (5.9) are equivalent 
to the conditions (2.5)and (2.6). The rhs of
(5.10) is 0(2°), while the second term on the 
llis is 0(X). Therefore, the former may be 
dropped in comparison with the latter which is 
much larger than the classical limit 人too. We 
define the approximate solution Y(°) by the 
equation

흐£*2( e— V)y〈이 =0. (5.11)

We also define functions 匕(&) by the equ
ations
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—■龍2-- !■人2£(&)匕(。)(&) =0, (/=1, 2, 3).

(5.12)

Then provided that

套 £•(&•) (0&)2=E—U, (5.13)
i=l

(5.11) is solved by

y(o)(fi, &)=규 v0)(&•). (5.14)

We thus choose fi such that (5.12) is solvable, 
and in particular such that the differential 
equations for Y/o) resemble those of separable 
problems in spherical coordinates. In this spirit 
we choose fi as follows:

片(&)=1 一 C22/&2,

•尸2(&) =C22-C32/sin2e2+|r2, (5.15)

/3(f3)=C32.

Here we have added a small term of 0(2") to 
the rhs of equation for f2. It is also permissible 
to add small terms of 0(才)on the rhs of
(5.12) follows:

S(Q=l/4 拧

&(為)=•一 l/4sin2 务
53(f3)=0. (5.16)

We then have the equations for 匕(이 in the 
following form:

弓辭+符，(負 n 이 (如=$，•(&•) 匕•'이 (&•)•

(5.17)

This procedure of adding and any terms 
of 0(A°) is equivalent to changing the quantum 
numbers, e. g., the angular momentum quantum 
number, into half integers and the error in
curred to the solution by doin횸 사】is is only 
OQ")也 the classical limit 人一* 8. There is no 
mathematical inconsistency involved with 
adding such small terms.

We choose the range of variables follows:

0V&M7” 0W龙3V2兀.(5.18)

Following a similar argument used in Sec. 2 
for making connections between fi and the 시d 
variables, we have for

£'舟”(有)仑妬 (5・19a)

and for |&|<旧° |

妬=1 仑既(5.19b)

where are such that £(&°)=0. This point 
also corresponds to the points where

…，xfl°) —0 for every i, i. e., the turning 
surning surface.

The physically acceptable solutions are easily 
obtained in terms of known analytic functions, 
if the following conditions on C2 and C3 are 
for Y2(O) and y3(o):

；2C22=Z(Z+1), 0=0, 1, 2,…)(5.20)
A2C32=»z2,(刀z=0, ±1, ±2,). (5.21)

That is, the solutions are

V3(O) (&) 드 exp(土珈 £3), (5.22)
Y2(o)(e2) = (sin&)】/2F 产(eg〉(5.23) 

and

¥1(0> ($1)=(兀&/2)或2 刀+1/2(人土)， (5.24)

where Pf1 and J/+1/2 are the associate Legendre 
polynominal of order (/, m) and the cylindrical 
Bessel function of order Z+l/2 respectively- 
Eqs. (5.19a) and (5.21) imply that

§ p^dx^mh, (5.25)

(5.19a) and (5.20) imply that

f(技2&2 = + (5. 26)

The integrations in (5.25) and (5.26) are to 
be carried along the classical trajectory. The 
fact we have the solution Yf (&) in terms of 
associated Legendre polynomial leads to a bound 
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for —IWmWl. Since the Xj-part of motion 
is not quantized, we do not have an analogous 
condition for (5.25) or (5.26).

it is easy to show that is again given in 
terms of the Jacobian of transformation,

刀3(尸,如9)=-萼' 隼食). /n 97\3(r, 0, <p) (5. 〃丿

That is,

0=J3-1/2. (5.28)

Now collecting the results obtained up to now, 
we have the approximate solution to (5.2) in 
the form,

妙，膈)=%(응)(-黔 r』*

力(給)F产(cos&)exp(im&), (5.29) 

which, except for the factor

；三(윽)(■킁뜨司 f (5.30)

looks exactly like a free particle wavefunction 
in spherical coordinates, which we call "a 
normal solution".

Then one can look at (5.29) as "a renor
malized solution* 5 under the renormalization 
transformation

｛銘—，｛&｝

subject to the conditions imposed on This 
point of view is interesting and will be applied 
to electronic problems later.

It is also useful to express。in the following 
form in order to satisfy the scattering boundary 
conditions:

必士) (r,们0)=9犯伍甲(花i)尸产(cos&)exp (初花j 
(5.31)

where

h^ji±iyi (5.32)

yi being the spherical Bessel function of the 
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thierd kind. Eq. (5. 31) may be used for cal
culation of the 5-matrix elements:

It is now easy to construct 0(r,们 女，…,xB) 
in terms of (5.31) and suitable uniform semi- 
classical solutions for the rest of degrees of 
freedom just by following the procedures 
described in the previous sections. In this case 
the new variables & of course would be 
obtained when the classical trajectories are 
calculated for the entire system.

6. ELECTRONIC WAVEFUNCTIONS 
OF ATOMS

The method discussed so far can be applied to 
calculation of wavefunctions of electrons bound 
in atoms. Since calculation of bound state elec
tronic wavfunctions is a difficult task, especi
ally for many-electron systems, the present 
semiclassical approximation to such problems 
might be usef니 for some practical purposes, 
although we may not be able to obtain suffici
ently accurate energies. As will be shown by 
an example considered below, a calculation of 
this kind can be quick and sometimes even 
analytic. In any case it appears that there are 
some potentially useful aspects in this kind of 
approach. The subsequent discussion will show 
these.

We briefly sketch what is done b사。w:
Our basic approach is the same as before. 

We <<renormalizeM the Schroedinger equation 
for a correlated system into that for an ap
parently uncorrelated system in the classical 
limit 方—)0 by means of transformations. By 
such transformations the wavefunctions, apart 
from the Jacobian of transformation, are cast 
into a product of the well-known single 
electron wavefunctions, but whose arguments 
are new variables, but not the original ones. 
The new variables are obtained explicitly, if 
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the Hamilton-Jacobi equation of the correspond
ing classical problem is solved and the energies 
are quantized by the old quantum theory 
quantization rules.

We can easily see that our aim can be 
achieved by taking suitable forms for £(&)・ 
Here, we shall consider a two-electron system 
which displays the essential features of cal
culation necessary for generalization of the 
esult. For the moment we shall ignore the 
question of the symmetry of wavefunctions.

The Schroedinger equation for a two-electron 
system is

(—孝니狞一竽#-끄一竺+土)

\ 2糸 2“ ri r2 r12 /
。(九尸2)=归。(门,他)， (6.1)

where Z is the charge number of the nucleus. 
This equation may be cast in the form as
(5.4),  if we define u such that

例；他,板 例)=

rir2(sin^isin^2)1/20(rb 由).(6.2)

We then obtain the Schroedinger equation in 
the form,

+ 0+__I___

+ 略氟 (으戸+*)]  m …宀, …)
+z〈e+-윽-+쓰--名):s —)

=0, (6.3)

where 丄= V2시h. From now on we shall 
denote rb 务，奶，r2, M 顿 by 史，…，％， 

respectively, for notational simplicity.
Then, if £(&) are chosen such that

=2Cf—C%+J§2+2/&, 4), (6.4a)

fj (^-) = Cj2 - C2j+i/sin2fy + ^-2,(顶=2, 5) 

(6.4b)

h(&)=C3 修=3, 6), (6.4c>

where G are constants yet to be determined, 
and St are such that

&怎)=1/4狞，(i-1, 4) 

5/(fj) = -l/4sin2$y, (j=2, 5) 
，(&)=Q, Q=3, 6), (6.5)

we obtain a set of di仟erential equations for 
Y/O), analagous to (5.17). These equations 
can be solved by well known analytic functions. 
Indeed, provided that the constants C, obey the 
conditions,

A2C?=ma, (ma=0, ±1, ±2,…注=3,6), (6.6) 
A2Q2=Za(Za4-l), Qa=0,1,2,…;顶=2,5), (6.7) 
2^Ci=^—na~2, (%=0,L2,…；t = (6.8)

and

Za +1J 一 laWmaWla, (6.9)

the physically acceptible solutions to such 
equations are

re(&)=exp(±£m/D, Q=3, 6) (6.10> 
丫舟(妾)=(岫)1/2&(C院)，u=2, 5)

(6.11) 
匕s(&) 드* a+kp(-N思)乙響找 (2N，&), 

3=1,4). (6. 12)
Here a stands for the electrons of the system 
and Ly are the associated Laguerre polynomials 
with N/i for their argument. We emphasize 
that despite its appearance, Y卜。)(&) as given 
by (6.12) is not a one-electron radial wave
function, since the new variable & is in 
general a function of the coordinates of the 
two electrons. The same remark applies to 
other solutions in (6.10) and (6.11). The 
constant Na is defined by

M=v宛，0=1, 4),

and the ranges of the variables & are as follows:

0W&, &<〔。。； ow&,如5； 0W&,
(6.13>
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The conditions on the constants, (6・6)〜(6.8) 
are needed on the one hand to obtain the phy
sically acceptable solutions finite everywhere, 
and are on the other hand connected with the 
흐hase integrals by the relations (5.19), leading 
to the quantization conditions. The following 
quantizations conditions are obtained from 

(5.19), (6.6), (6.7) and (6.8):

cPkdqk=mah, (k-3, 6), (6.14)

§卽妬=匕(j=2, 5), (6.15) 

§(；&如=(风 + *) 席 6=1，4) (6.16)

where

nr=n—la~1^0t

is the radial quantum number. The phase in
tegrals must be carried over the trajectory from 
a turning surface to another. More precisely 
put, the phase integral must be carried over a 
period of the projection of the classical trajec
tory onto the :th coordinate.

In choosing (6.4) for £(&) above, we have 
relied on Ehrenfest's adiabatic principle. This 
seems reasonable, since the basic electronic 
structure of the two-electron system should not 
be completely and qualitatively altered by the 
elecronic correlation (this does not of course 
mean that the energy does not change as a result 
of such a correlation). This follows from the 
fact that na, la and ma are quantum numbers as 
is obvious from (6.14) ~ (6.16), and they must 
remain unaltered, Indeed if (6・ 14) ~ (6.16) are 
added side by side, we obtain

Wc仑如=机卩纵如=(7矿+专)h, (6.17)

3=0, 1, 2,…)，

which is simply Ehrenfesfs adiabatic hypo
thesis22 which states that the phase integral o£
(6.17) is an adiabatic invariant. That is, the 
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quantum numbers are adiabatic invariants. This 
view has been essential for our calculation here 
and cons equently the results obtained for the 
wavefunctions imply that even if there exist 
interactions that make the problem nonse 
parapie, the actual forms for the wavefunctions 
do stay essentially the same as in the case of 
the separable noninteracting "normal" system. 
The first equality of (6.17) is a consequence 
of the properties of integral invariants31 of 
Hamilton systems.

By collecting the results above, we obtain 
the wavefunction in the form,

©(，%「2)=%4广/2유 (의辱室츼_) 
<t=i\ sm 0a / \ ra )

exp (一 Na?3a-2)匕辭界(2】Va$3a-2) 
P"«(COS$3a— i)exp(mfff3a),

where

J/.也. (6- 18b)

Our discussion so far implicitly assumes that 
the wavefunctions are not altered of their si흥ns 
by an interchange o£ identical particles. There
fore the approximate uniform semicalassical 
wavefunction obtained must be for the states of 
even symmetry, since it is symmetric with 
respect to an interchange of particle indices. 
The case of odd symmetry demands a fresh 
inquiry in the present semiclassical scheme, since 
the semiclassical method utilizes the Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation, i. e,, the classical equations of 
motion, Which has no such quantum mechanical 
exchange symmetry attached to it: particle 
exchange symmetry is a quantum mechanical 
conept without a classical analog. We consider 
it here.

Let us denote the wavefunction by ©(乃“切). 

Since it must be either symmetric cr antisy- 
mmetric in the space coordinates, we Lave

。(尸1，尸 2)= 尸2)・ (6.19) 
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This must hold even in the classical limit where 
the wavefunction may be taken for the moment 
to be the primitive WKB $시 ution,

妒(n,尸2) =210exp[^-1W，(r1, r2)], (6. 20) 

where W is the characteristic 
Hamilton and & is given by

瓦=
3 (力1,力2,…,》6)T“ 
3(«1, …,妃」

function of

(6.21)

with

人一 치卩

a,=new momenta.

under a per- 
the Jacobian 
in any case,

Since (6. 20) must satisfy (6.19) 
mutation of particle indices and 
in (6.21) must be taken positive 
we see that Hamilton's characteristic function 
must satisfy the relation under under a particle 
permutation,

W(r2t n) = I卩(“,r2) +7噎， (6.22)

where

{° for a symmetric case
(6.23)

土几 for an antisymmetric case

More generally, we must take 7=±(2a+l)^, a 
being an integer, for an antisymmetric case. In 
other words, for antisymmetric states Hamil
tons characteristic function W(〃，此)acquires 
an additive factor proportional to A. Therefore, 
although W(〃，此)and W(r2, ri) satisfy the 
same Hamilton-Jacobi equation which is 
invariant to a particle permutation, the associ
ated quantization rules differ by a factor /A for 
symmetric and antisymmetric states. Eq. 
(6. 22)implies that we must have

S §#如7 方 (6.24) 

for antisymmetric states and

S 9c 仑也=S (6.25)

for symmetric states, where 兀 are either an 
integer or half-integer.

The additional phase factor 7 has a sign am
biguity. It is not possible to settle this ambi
guity in the present formalism. However, we 
may proceed in the following manner. If the 
spatial part of the wavefunction is antisym
metric, the spin part must be symmetric. This 
means that in the present case it is a triplet. 
Since triplet states are lower in energy accord
ing to Htmd's rule32 than the corresponding 
singlet states, the negative sign should be 
chosen. This argument is admittedly not 
definitive and at best empirical. We believe 
that further investigation should be necessary to 
have this aspect of the symmetry property of 
semiclassical wavefunctions more fully clarified.

It is not difficult, however, to construct anti
symmetric wavefunctions. One simply takes an 
antisymmetric combination of (6.18), which 
now must be subject to the quantization condi
tions (6.24).

The wavefunction given in (6.18) can be 
easily generalized to a system of many electrons. 
The procedure is exactly parallel to that for
(6.18).

Before losing this section, we 나lall consider 
one of the simplest partic니ar situations where 
we can carry out calculations analytically. 
We believe this example of calculation shows 
an aspect of uniform sertiicassical method as a 
powerful tool for some theoretical investi
gations.

Let us consider a helium atom in the ground 
electronic state, We wish to calculate the 
energy and the wavefunction. Since the wave- 
fuction is independent of angle coordinates, 
the charcteristic function is also independent of 
them and we have the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
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in the form, and finally for the wavefunction

*(普)'Mm-윽-응七* =e，
(6.27)

CM (尸 1,尸 2)=亿 I2exp(一.砧), (6.33)

where all the quantities are in atomic units and 
Z is the atomic number of helium. This equa
tion is in general nonseparable and must solved 
by either a numerical method or a perturbation 
theory. In the following we consider a 
special case of orbits for the two electrons 
which stay on a plane. In this case, if the 
orbits are to be steady, 
condition33

they must satisfy the

厂1 = 72 (6.28)

Then, one can easily 
eigenvalue33

obtain for the energy

MT 

2如2

MT 

2«22

(6.29)

in atomic units. For 如=咒2=1, E” = — 3.062 
hartree, while the best result34 by a variational 
method is En= 9037225 hartree. We can 
calculate the corresponding wavefunction quite 
easily. For this purpose we first calculate & 
and in terms of ri and 他 by using the rela
tion,
妒(2G+을y &.=史仑如 3=L2) (6.30)

where 互=(2Z—S=〃+a and 

normalization constant. Chandrasekhar, 
and Herzberg34 used 10- and 18- parameter 
variational wavefunctions whose exponents 
of the exponential factors are respectively k 
=3.5100255, and 3.8499613, and obtained the 
values of energy equal to -2.9036027 and 
-2.9037063 hartree, respectively. We note 
that we have a similar exponential factor 
with its exponent k equal to 3.5. Unfortunately, 
due to the restri ction (6.28) we have lost the 
r12 dependence of 0n(ri, r2). Nevertheless, 
it is remarkable to see that the present uniform 
semiclassical theory can produce such a smooth 
wavefunction without any numerical effort at 
all and without a variational method. This 
example appears to indicate that the uniform 
semiclassical theory might be useful for more 
complex systems.

亿12 is the 
Elbert

7. DISCUSSION

Owing to the restriction (6.28), the phase 
integral on the rhs of (6.30) is simply

卩0「,=同[2&+2(Z-§) / r,-]1/2 (6.31)

Eqs. (6.13), (6.30) and (6.31) lead the solu
tion in the form,

人(2C,)1%,・=(Z—*)「,. (6.32)

in atomic units of 门.Then, we have

體요 = [(T)/시 2,

The approximate wavefunctions Y(O) obtained 
in the previous sections are semiclassical in the 
following sense: in Eq. (2.7), and the equi
valent equations, the terms on the rhs of 0 
(人。)are neglected in the classical limit A—>oo; 
when taken in their asymptotic forms, they 
lead to linear combinations of the primitive WKB 
solutions; the eigenvalues are determined by the 
Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rules. They are 
uniformly finite throughout the domain of the 
varibles and with them we can avoid the di伍cult 
but important question of the connection form
ulas for proper use of the primitive WKB solut
ions of multidimensional nonseparable systems.

One may be able to estimate the contribution 
of the rhs of (2.7)to the s시ution 匕 i. e., the
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correction to y(0), by converting (2.7) into an 
integral equation with the rhs as an inhomoge- 
nous term. Although the correction term would 
be 0U°) at most, it is not easy to calculate its 
precise magnitude for a multidimensional pro
blem. If experience19,35 with one-dimensional 
problems is an indication to base hope on, the 
uniform semiclassical solutions Y<O) should be 
sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.

When applied to scattering problems, the 
uniform semiclassical solutions supply us with 
the 5-matrices, which may be calculated by 
the formula as given by (4.8). Such an expres
sion for the 5-matrix does not resem비e the 
classical S-matrix formulaw, but may be put 
into a form given in terms of action integrals, 
if we use the asymptotic formulas for the uni
form semiclassical wavefunctions and the method 
of stationary phase for evaluation of the integ
rals for Sif. Since the systems may permit many 
stationary phase points (lines or surfaces), the 
resultin용 approximate 5-matrix forumulas would 
acquire richer structures than the usual classical 
5-matrix formulas. Since detailed structures 
would depend on the nature of the system in 
hand, a general formula in such an approxi
mation is not feasible to obtain with an assur
ance of wide validity. One needs at least a 
careful case-by-case study of the prototypes of 
systems in order to obtain such approximate 
formulas, imless one uses the formulas like 
(4*8)  for the 5-matrices.

In order to help the reader see that the uni
form semiclassical solutions would lead to linear 
combinations of the primitive WKB solutoins, 
we present some asymptotic formulas for the 
previous sections.

The asymptotic formulas for Ai( — z) are well 
known30:

&(z)〜聂_板2疽％_% (—兀(7.1)

Ai (—矽〜冗 /4cos (。一兀/4),
(z〉0, z—>8), (7.2)

where

c=發",

If z=E打 then $ is one of the phase integral옹 
given by, for example, Eq. (2.19).

The uniform semiclassical solutions for vibra
tional motions have the asymptotic form니as,

exp(—.A* 矿)H靠(N&)〜呻exp(―专尸矿)，

I에 TOO, (7.3)
exp( —.N%，上〜 V 2" ]\g네/3gT/4N

力厂1 %o오 可汲砲x—兀/4),

(]\J8, (7.4)

where N was defined before [see Eq. (3.9)].
The Laguerre polynomials appearing in (6.9a) 

with the variables defined by Eq. (6.9b) 
have the following asymptotic behaviors:

(2N&) z (-辭” &N厂N&,

as &一》8,

旨做+1>/2厂咬,&0 (2 N&)〜-=)二2-奸1/2g+2/3 
n\

力湼 /2海 何泌 一 I 시习

(7.6)

where the notations are the same as befo'd.
The asymptotic formulas (7. 3)〜(7.6) can 

be easily deduced from the formulas obtained 
by Erdelyi.15 The asymptotic formulas (7.2),
(7.4) and (7.6) have the forms for the one
dimensional WKB solutions in the classically 
allowed region.
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